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Hit Song Science aims to predict a song's popularity based on song structure and external features. To help provide an efficient and accurate tool for Annual Top-100 Billboard Song Classification, we apply fine-tuned BERT transformer and a joint learning approach. We also explore different audio descriptors and lyrics-based embedding for modeling hit song classification task on an innovative western song dataset created by us. We address class imbalance and data scarcity issues associated with traditional datasets by employing shared layer architecture and penalizing loss. We highlight a comparison study of three distinctly designed neural network architectures. All models yield high overall accuracy with relatively low training cost.
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Hit Song Science (HSS) aims to infer whether a song’s commercial success full scale release of the song. It makes the assumption that audio and lyrical features define the underlying structure of any song and can be used to predict its chart topping behavior. Hit Song Science is a widely researched topic in Music Retrieval as it can be used to identify key musical elements pivotal for success and predict commercial popularity of the song [4]. Needless to say this method is particularly interesting for songwriters and composers, as they can use these techniques to allocate their time, energy and resources for targeted song promotion and production appealing to a broad audience. Therefore, a natural next step in HSS would be utilizing the identified crucial features for the automatic generation of musical pieces. For hit song prediction task people have been relying on musical features extracted solely from the audio or an external ecosystem, for instance incorporating social media or market data [5]. Natural language processing and Deep Learning [6] has been one of the most influential tools in last decade to extract, analyze, and classify essential audio and lyrical features in a song.

In this work, I will explore accurate and efficient modeling of hit song prediction task from three aspects- using audio features representing underlying low level features of a song, lyrical features, a high level representation of song and a combined technique for prediction using both low and high level features. For the task, I have also created a modern innovative database of Top-100 annual billboard songs from 1960-2019. This database has audio features extracted from 30 second Spotify preview with corresponding lyrics and is openly available for research community.

Previous work in HSS has primarily focused on using large commercial datasets or traditional music datasets such as instance Million Song Dataset or Lakh MIDI dataset[7]. There a few
problems associated with modeling using these datasets as they have only weekly Top-100 chart songs from 1922-2011 and with missing or incomplete lyrics or audio feature meta data. Moreover, other datasets- KKBOX\[8\], Earwormery \[9\] are commercially available and not available for open public use. Therefore, we created a new dataset, first of its kind, with annual Top-100 Billboard songs from 1960-2019 taken from Wikipedia. Each song has associated rhythmic and chord features extracted with Essentia framework from a 30 second audio preview using Spotify API. Its corresponding lyrics were downloaded using Genius API. In all, there are 6938 songs with hit and non-hit label category. We will be building our deep learning classification model and monitor its performance base on this developed dataset.

According to our study, currently on this kind of dataset; none of the previous work have utilized joint learning of audio features and lyrics for hit song prediction task. Researchers have either used deep learning methods with low level audio features such rhythm, spectral information, chords \[10\] [11] [12] or lyrics alone[13]. Some studies have combined both and low level audio features for joint learning. Middlebrook and Sheikh [14] used Spotify API computed high level features such as danceability, mood, energy, mode etc on a large dataset showing promising classification results. Zangerle et al. combined joint learning high and low level audio features. Following a similar approach we will be exploring three methods- (i) audio only, (ii) lyrics only, and (iii) combined audio and lyrics joint learning for hit song prediction task.
In this section we will emphasize on illustrating our choices methods and give a detailed explanation on the general methods that are utilised in in later sections. We will also elaborate on our choice of model and model-specific components such as activation functions and convex optimizers.

### 2.1 Artificial Neural Networks

“Artificial neural networks” (ANN) or “Neural networks” (NN) is a class of pattern recognition systems inspired by the design of human brain. ANNs have been widely successful in modeling classification and regression networks. Due to its popularity in wide array of machine learning tasks, a separate field called "Deep Learning" emerged to study stacked neural networks with many layers [15]. Many deep learning architectures have proven to outperform humans in several structured learning tasks. Such network architectures are referred as Deep Neural Networks or DNNs. A neural network consists of connected or neurons. A node is a computational representation of biological neurons and connections in the human brain. Each node is defined by an activation function and a collection of such nodes is called a hidden layer. In DNN models, there are several such neuron layers stacked together. In general, DNNs can be trained with unsupervised and supervised learning techniques. In supervised learning, we use labeled data to train the DNNs and learn the weights that minimize the loss function for classification or regression task. Refer Figure 2.1 for an illustration of a Deep Neural Network.
Backpropogation algorithm or Backprop efficiently computes the gradient of the weight w.r.t to the underlying loss objective of the problem. Although, there are many variants of Backprop, for our task we selected ’Adam’ optimizer based on our experiments.

The Adam optimization algorithm [2] is an extension of the general gradient descent algorithm. It is a combination of the two backprop methods—“RMSProp” and "Adagrad" and is derived from the concept of Adaptive moment estimation, hence it is also known as Adam. It uses 1st and 2nd moment approximation as moving averages of the gradient and of the squared gradient exponentially decaying w.r.t. the iteration using decay rates $\beta_1$ and $\beta_2$ as hyper-parameters. Refer figure 2.2 for overview of algorithm.
2.2 Batch Normalization

Batch Normalization or BatchNorm is a widely adopted technique that enables efficient and faster training of deep neural networks[3]. It has not only sped up modern deep neural architecture, but increased the baseline accuracy and regularization capability in a network. Batch norm works by eliminating the internal covariance shift of layer inputs. It basically standardises the each layer input before propagating the input forward. In our model the input and its subsequent feedforward layer is followed by BathcNorm and Dropout layer. We use the BatchNorm before Dropout since it has been proven to be effective in many regression and classification network studies[16]. Refer figure 2.3 for a summary of BatchNorm algorithm.

![Figure 2.3: Batch Normalization transform algorithm. Adapted from [3]](image)

2.3 Contextual Embeddings

Traditional word level embeddings like Word2vec, Glove, FastText [17] incorporates possible meanings of a words derived from surrounding sentence structure. However, paragraph texts consists of multiple sentences which are coherent units of natural languages that convey information at a pragmatic or discourse level. Word embeddings give unsatisfactory results in a scenario where the global context is differs from the local sentence structure. For this
study we employ BERT embeddings to get underlying sentence vector of lyrics. Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformer (BERT) is a masked language model which encoder decoder network of transformers for bidirectional learning. Additionally, it can be easily fine-tuned for any downstream task with few additional layers. BERT ans its variants have outperformed traditional language models in variety of tasks such as question answering and language inference. It can accurately learn the distribution of out of vocabulary words without substantial modifications. BERT encodes the sentence structure with three types of embeddings- (i) Positional (ii) Token (iii) Segment, to induce temporal and contextual information. Unlike traditional natural language models BERT can be easily parallelised and trained with low computational overhead making it highly scalable and efficient for downstream performance. For our task we will generate BERT based lyrics embedding and utilise it for hit-song classification task. We prove that lyrics embedding can be used to successfully disambiguate hit or non-hit songs as well as it offers insight on high level abstraction of songs. Figure 2.4 shows overview of BERT architecture. We give detail of our implementation design choices in section 3.4.

**Figure 2.4:** Representation of BERT architecture
2.4 Joint Objective Learning

Joint objective learning is the concept of having a system learn tasks simultaneously with different representations. The notion behind the idea is, that many tasks require a similar basic understanding of data at a lower level, for example lower layers of two different networks can have the same distribution of weights, hence the lower part might be improved by sharing hidden layer weights to learn a shared representation of multiple tasks. This approach can be further extended to multi-modal learning where in two separate networks can have different objective but can a shared layer for joint knowledge representation. In our model, we experiment with three different model architectures and a joint approach of learning shared representation of a song with lyrics and audio descriptors. Figure 2.5 shows our multitask learning approach for hit song classification.

![Joint learning of Lyrics embedding and Audio descriptor features](image)

**Figure 2.5:** Joint learning of Lyrics embedding and Audio descriptor features

2.5 Precision and Recall

In addition, to calculating classification score for our models, we will compute Precision and Recall scores which gives a more cross sectional view of model performances. Precision, is
defined as $\frac{TP}{TP+FP}$ wherein $TP$ stands for true positive rate, and $FP$ is false positive rate. This score calculates the ratio of correct classification from all classifications. Whereas, Recall is calculated as $\frac{TP}{TP+FN}$, where $FN$ stands for the false negative rate. This measure is also known as "Sensitivity" and shows the classifier’s efficiency to classify true positive results.

### 2.6 Learning rate decay

Modern neural networks are wide, deep and nonconvex. They are powerful approaches for representation learning and serve as core components of artificial intelligence systems. Due to non-convexity and high parametric cost, we utilise regularization techniques to train these systems effectively and efficiently. Learning rate decay has been a de facto technique for training such neural networks[22]. We begin with large learning rate and reduce it over multiple times. For our use two types of decay methods-

- **Step Decay:** Reduce learning rate by a factor on every $nth$ step. We define it by following equation-

\[
lr = lr0 \times \text{drop}^{\text{floor}(\text{epoch}/\text{epochs}_\text{drop})}
\]  

(2.1)

- **Exponential Decay:** Reduce learning rate exponentially if specified performance metric doesn’t improve. It is defined as follows-

\[
lr = lr0 \times e^{(kt)}
\]  

(2.2)
We base our study on a new created dataset for Top 100 annual Billboard charts (1960-2019). In this section we will summarize the structure of our data, issues and text processing. Finally, we build BERT embedding vectors for our lyrics based classification model. We hypothesize that these newly created features are salient in liking/disliking of song. We further choose only that categories that are proven to be effective for hit song identification in previous works.[23]

3.1 Data Structure

Our dataset consists of 6938 commercial English audio songs from 1960-2019 in Top-100 annual billboard charts. For all song we gathered lyrics using Genius API. To get audio, we extracted 30 second song preview for each song with Spotify Developer API. Finally, low level audio descriptors are extracted using Essentia audio processing framework [23]. The dataset and code is freely available in this repository. In total, there are 23 features—numerical, categorical and string based and one label category. Figure 3.1 shows some examples from our dataset. To our knowledge, there is no other open dataset which has audio descriptor features, song info, lyrics as well as 30 second song clip. Although Million Song Dataset (MSD), a widely popular dataset, contains song info and audio descriptors of one million songs that are representative for western commercial music released between 1922 and 2011 [24]. It is not suitable for our task since it contains old songs and incomplete data information.
3.2 Issues

One of the issues with our dataset is a slight class imbalance. There are in total, 3646 negative samples (non-hit) and 3292 positive (hit) samples. As explained by Ying Liu et al. [25] sometimes, in a situation, the high cost of human efforts required in labeling can also cause this imbalance. In our approach we can also pass data enough times (epochs) through neural network for efficient learning. Moreover, we can also use techniques such as under sampling and feature engineering to alter sample size [26] Although there are no missing values in our dataset. For some songs we were unable to get lyrics accurately. Thus, we impute such lyrics with Artist, Song and Release Year. We further encode label categories and standardize numerical categories.

3.3 Data Preprocessing

We identified 23 features in total features in total. Refer Table 3.1 for list of all selected features. We remove any missing data and only samples with full data are kept. All numerical features are standardized and categorical features are encoded with category label.
We define two types of features- Low-level and High-level. Low-level features corresponds to all audio features which define underlying structure of the song, whereas we use lyrics of the song as a high-level feature representing context of the audio. We experimented with min-max and standard scaling for numerical variables. We chose standard scaling based on our experiments, as it gives better model learning results. ’Year’ is also concatenated as a low-level feature for our model input. Furthermore, lyrics is a text based feature and we apply text normalisation, stop word removal and regex cleaning \[27\]. This is helpful in getting accurate text embedding in next stage of our process. For each song we define a label- 1 (hit-song) or 0 (non-hit). If a song ranking falls within Top-100 Billboard charts it is categorized as hit-song otherwise a non-hit. Additionally all missing lyrics are imputed with the phrase- ’<Title> released by <Artist> in <Year>’ For more details on preprocessing refer our code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numerical</th>
<th>zero-crossing-rate_mean, tuning_diatomic_strength, spectral_kurtosis_mean, spectral_kurtosis_stdev, onset_rate, tuning_frequency, chords_strength_mean, chords_strength_stdev, zero-crossing-rate_stdev, danceability, beats_loudness_mean, beats_loudness_stdev, chords_number_rate, chords_changes_rate, bpm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>chords_key, chords_scale, beats_count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta</td>
<td>name, year, ranking, artist, lyrics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3.1: DataTypes of selected features in our dataset**
3.4 BERT based Lyric Embedding

Distributional word and sentence representations obtained in unsupervised manner on large-scale corpora are widely used in modern natural language processing systems. [28]. Researchers have shown that contextual embeddings pretrained on large-scale unlabelled corpora achieve state-of-the-art performance on a wide range of natural language processing tasks, such as text classification, text summarization and question answering [29].

We further convert lyrics to a feature vector with BERT document embeddings [18]. BERT is a multi-layer bidirectional Transformer encoder released by Google. It generates state of the art contextual embeddings and the model can be easily trained for any downstream natural language task [30]. Furthermore, BERT accurately produces embedding vector for out-of-vocabulary words and variable length input, which is suitable for our method. For our task we will use 'bert-large-uncased' model which has 24-layer, 1024-hidden, 16-heads (340M parameters) and was trained on lower-cased English text. Additionally, we do not train the network further and use the pretrained network to generate 1024 dimensional output embedding for each lyric our our song. We develop a software built in Python programming language using 'bert-as-service'[31] library for this task. The process flow is represented in Figure 3.3 Our innovative approach of using contextual lyrics embedding for hit song classification task as not been used in any previous studies. Furthermore, we analyse and show the performance of this approach in comparison to using audio descriptors.
We also deduce that lyrics embedding can be used in joint training approach and successfully enhances model performance. For our task we are using lyrics from multiple genres- Rock, Pop, Hip-Hop, RnB, Folk which provides more generalisation ability to our modeling approach and classification results.
Chapter 4

Models

We design our experiments based on the three separate neural network models for hit song classification task. We further compare each model on same training and test data split.

4.1 Audio Model

Audio model or low level classification is a feed forward network we train using the standardised audio descriptors and year from our dataset. Audio descriptors represent low level information about the audio song and its key components. We can extract insights about the underlying structure of the song from time signature changes, MFCC, beats, chord duration. etc, which are salient in predicting popularity of it. Refer figure 4.2 for our audio model design. We use Adam optimizer with initial learning rate $= 0.001$. All first four layers have RELU activation function, whereas the last two dense layers have Sigmoid activations. We train our model with 'Binary Crossentropy Loss' or 'Log Loss' for 700 epochs and a batch size $= 1024$. Figure 4.1 defines are logloss for two class labels.

4.2 Lyrics model

Our Lyrics model or high level classification model fine tunes a feedforward network with pretrained BERT embeddings as dense layer input. Lyrics represent a high level contextual

$$H_p(q) = - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i \cdot log(p(y_i)) + (1 - y_i) \cdot log(1 - p(y_i))$$

Figure 4.1: Log loss for classification task, $N = 2$ (two classes)
structure of song[13]. We all have experienced humming our favorite catchy lyrics, therefore lyrics contribute much to likeability of song [32] We use Adam optimizer with learning rate= 0.001 and employ learning rate step decay of 0.5 after every 5 epochs. Furthermore we apply learning rate if validation accuracy plateaus for 10 epochs. These techniques are effective regularization methods to prevent over fitting and control loss gradient momentum [33]. Refer Figure 4.3 for representation of our lyrics based model.
4.3 Audio+Lyrics Model

For our shared layer model we modify our existing audio descriptors and lyrics based model. We keep the same objective as our previous models however, we add a shared hidden layer for joint learning of audio descriptors and lyrical features from embeddings. We hypothesize that both audio and lyrics have insightful feature information which can be enhanced with joint representation learning. All layers except the last layer have RELU activation and the final dense layer weight output is followed by Sigmoid activation. We employ both step decay and learning rate decay. Additionally, we initialize weight distributions to be random normal. Figure 4.4
Figure 4.4: Hit Song classification with joint learning of lyrics and audio descriptors
CHAPTER 5

Results and Discussion

This section will illustrate the training and test cost, performance of previously designed models namely Audio model with input features as selected low level audio descriptors, Lyrics model with lyrics embeddings generated from BERT transformer and a combination of these to models with a feature aggregation layer or shared layer for joint learning. Our analysis will focus on a comparison study between classification scores of the three defined models.

5.1 Analysis of Audio Model

Our neural network model for hit song classification using audio descriptors took 700 epochs with a batch size of 1024 samples to complete training. Refer figure 5.1 for loss profile. From training profile, shown in figure 5.2, it can be observed that the model stops learning after 300 epochs.

From training profile, we can say that our developed classification model based on audio descriptors stops learning after 330 epochs. Refer Table 5.1 for Precision-Recall score analysis of audio based model.

5.2 Analysis of Lyrics Model

For classification based on high level feature of a song we designed a BERT based model and train it for 700 epochs with batch size of 128. We fine-tuned BERT generated embeddings with fully connected layers and Batchnorm. Refer figure 5.3 for loss profile. From training profile, shown in figure 5.4, it can be observed that the model stops learning after 270 epochs.
Figure 5.1: Loss profile of Audio model.

Figure 5.2: Accuracy profile of Audio model.

This model performs moderately better than our low level feature based classification network. Refer Table 5.1 for Precision-Recall score analysis of lyrics based model.
Figure 5.3: Loss profile of Lyrics model.

Figure 5.4: Accuracy profile of Lyrics model.
In third comparison, we conduct analysis of audio descriptors and lyrics based classification model. We perform joint training of high level (lyrics) and low level (audio descriptors) to predict whether a song will be in Top-100 annual billboards or not. We train the model for 700 epochs with batch size of 512. From accuracy profile of the model (Figure 5.6 it is clear that with joint training and without any considerable changes we can improve the classification score for Top-100 Billboard hit song prediction. The result support our hypothesis that both low level and high level features contribute to structural information about popularity of a song. From figure 5.6 it can be seen that learning saturates after 300 epochs for this model. refer Table 5.1 for Precision-Recall score comparison of all models.

**FIGURE 5.5:** Loss profile of Lyrics+Audio model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>audio</td>
<td>0.7043</td>
<td>0.6454</td>
<td>0.7318</td>
<td>0.5943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lyrics</td>
<td>0.7360</td>
<td>0.7176</td>
<td>0.7070</td>
<td>0.7375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audio+lyrics</td>
<td><strong>0.7689</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7490</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7629</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.7530</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 5.1:** Models accuracy metrics on Test set

**5.3 Analysis of Audio+Lyrics model**
Finally, we test all three models on our test set consisting of 1735 samples. It can be seen from Table 5.1 that sensitivity and accuracy is highest for audio+lyrics among all three models. Although audio model successfully disambiguate hit or non-hit songs, our lyrics based sentence embedding network outperform audio descriptor model with better sensitivity. Moreover, we can say that our finetuned lyrics embedding generated from BERT is a better at depicting a song likability in comparison to our selected audio descriptors. This can be improved by leveraging better features selection and audio data preprocessing [10, 34]. The joint learning approach with a shared layer and common objective for song classification, proves to be effective technique [35, 36] in achieving high accuracy with moderate training cost and modifications to existing architectures.

**Figure 5.6:** Accuracy profile of Lyrics+Audio model.
We successfully employed three neural network models for our Top-100 Billboard Song classification task. It can be concluded from our results that both low level features such as audio descriptors and high level features like song lyrics are essential structures for identifying song popularity. We achieved higher accuracy than our two independent models namely lyrics model and audio model, with relatively low training cost. Comparison studies show that joint learning based on aggregated features or shared layers improves model performance as well as generalisation capability. Moreover, a BERT can be further fine-tuned with a task specific network to give satisfactory results for Lyrics based hit song classification. We can further improve this performance by training BERT on targeted corpora. Penalizing loss function and applying BatchNorm significantly improved the training procedure and are essential regularization techniques for this classification task.

As mentioned in [37], one of the major challenges for machine learning researchers is unavailability of "high quality data". If we can have a significantly larger training sample size, with more audio and lyrical features we will achieve sound improvements to our models without heavily relying on network tuning and class imbalance issues. These observations made also suggest that additional hyper parameter tuning can enhance performance of all three models. Additionally using more audio descriptors from Essentia framework can add to model generalisation capabilities. Nevertheless, the our designed model proves efficient in identifying Billboard Hit songs from a large sample set.
CHAPTER 7

Future Work

On a closing note, our intention and effort to build an open source dataset for modern Western commercial music was successfully concluded. To encourage research and discussion on this task we will make our dataset publicly available for use in innovative and creative manners. We hope that with this collaborative learning effort can improve existing techniques as well as promote research in the field of Hit Song Science. Furthermore, we successfully prove joint learning method with lyrics and audio descriptors is efficient technique for hit song classification task. This approach can be enhance by using better lyrics based embedding or inducing for information in network learning process through social media tags, news, sales trends etc. We aim to further analyse our lyrics based approach to gain insights on musical trends and associated natural language to provide better interpretability of our model. Additionally, we can study different genres of music over specific time periods to interpret and identify key audio or lyrical features for musical score generation or automatic lyrics generation.
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